WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE THE FOLLOWING DONORS WHO MADE GIFTS OF $2,500 OR MORE TO SPONSOR CHARIOTS, ANIMALS, PANELS OR BENCHES.
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Bridget and Ross Levin
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Jay and Jill Mayer
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Minnesota Zoo Members
MOM Brands
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Pentair
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The Taishoff Family Foundation
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Uphor
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WE EXTEND OUR SINCERE THANKS TO ALL DONORS WHO MADE GIFTS OF $250 OR MORE TO SUPPORT THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CONSERVATION CAROUSEL.
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Crystal and Jon Blaha
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Brian and Darla Peters
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Greg and Brandi Rogers
Kelly Rogers-Winston and Jeff Winston in loving memory of Katie Rogers
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Salem Foundation, Inc.
The Scherer Family in memory of Charlotte Kay Downing
Kyle and Vanesa Schmidt
Kris Ann, Chris, Noah, Lucy, and Wyatt Schultz
Sarah and John Seger in memory of Karin “Mimi” Frenz
Dale and Ian Smith
Jacqueline Smith
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Helga G. Stambaugh
The Suemnig Family
Justin Taylor and Kristin Anderson in honor of cancer patients and their caregivers
TE Connectivity
Eleanor Thomas and Meredith Nelson
The Tise Family in memory of Ron Tise
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Karen and James Touchi-Peters
Anne Weber-Smith and Steve Smith
Karel M. Weigel
Michael and Susie Wuolett
Gordon Young